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88 Origi n Requirement s and Articl e XXIV 

8.18.1 Introduction:  the choice  of  a iegal  framework 
Thee potential for  establishing a heightened trade dependency is high in any regional preferential trade 
arrangement,, since the point of a trade agreement should be to increase the trade between the parties 
byy the removal of trade barriers. It is also evident that an increase of trade dependency can just as 
likelyy be observed between countries that are evenly matched in size and development, (developed as 
welll  as developing countries), as it would be observable between countries of different sizes or 
developmentt  levels. Without some reference to country differences, there is no particular  reason to 
findd that heightened dependency resulting from a regional trade agreement should inure to any one 
memberr  relative to another. Likewise, neither  party would derive any superior  position to threaten the 
terminationn of trade or  otherwise act to affect the bilateral terms of trade.1 

Forr  the GATT, there are three possibilities offered for  regional trade agreements according to Articl e 
XXIV ::  customs unions, free-trade area formations, or  the possibility of an interim agreement leading 
too either.2 In comparing the two completed forms, it is not difficul t to conclude that both can establish 
higherr  levels of trade dependency between members. The customs union form may however  go 
forwardd to create the conditions of free circulation between members, suggesting that an even higher 
dependencyy can be realised by this form.3 

AA more significant distinction between the two forms may refer  to the degree of discretion left to the 
memberss to terminate or  threaten to terminate the trade of other  members. Here, the same elements 
referredd to above, that appear  to heighten trade dependency between members, operate in reverse to 
restrictt  the capacity of any one member to restrict the trade of another. Thus, where a customs union 
providess for  a common external tariff , the power  to exercise internal trade measures by single 
memberss can only be given effect if the internal policy is somehow divorced from the external policy. 
Thiss means that members must retain a commercial policy separate from that of the customs union, or 
thatt  the custom union must somehow authorise individual member actions. Either  way, there would 
bee two sets of commercial policies. This may not be an impossible arrangement within the context of 
aa customs union plan, but it is not a very likely occurrence in a completed customs union, given a 

11 "Terms of trade" in this context refers to the rate at which the territory's exports exchange for the imports which 
survivee the tariff. "The greater the economic area of the tariff-levying unit, the greater is likely to be, other things 
beingg equal, the improvement in its terms of trade with the outside world resulting from its tariff." J. Viner, (1950), 
att p. 55. 
22 Interim agreements are recognised by the rules to be a distinct form and have been necessarily treated as such 
duee to the tendency of a number of them to have failed over time to be resolved into completed formations. Since 
theyy are transitional by definition, there are a number of opportunities for flexibility possible in an interim 
arrangement.. See generally, Schoneveld, F., (1992), The EEC and Free Trade Agreements, Stretching the 
LimitsLimits of GATT Exceptions to Non-Discriminatory Trade?, Journal of World Trade, V. 26, No. 5, pp. 59-78. 
33 The conclusion above is subject to the caveat that a customs union formation is not required to create free 
circulation.. GATT Article XXIV;8 requires a common tariff be provided for customs unions, but elimination of 
dutiess only as to goods originating in constituent territories. The key difference that is presented by the concept 
off free circulation benefit is that the origin of the goods need not be established as goods cross borders between 
memberr countries. Also, a free-trade area can act to align the members' external tariffs and create similar 
conditionss permitting free internal circulation. The EEC Treaty provided for free internal circulation as according 
too EEC Article 11, stating that third-country goods shall be placed into free circulation after the common duty is 
paidd and other formalities of importation have been met. Individual members may yet impose marketing 
requirementss and maintain certain inspections on the passage of goods where such requirements have not been 
harmonised. . 
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resultt that the internal trade regime could be potentially more restrictive than the external trade 
regime.4 4 

Thee free-trade area by its legal form provides for a reserve of national commercial policy, that policy 
governingg the measures employed to provide for economic protection. Since each territory in a free 
tradee area has the capacity to retain separate commercial policies externally, this power wil l also be 
residentt as to other members unless it is affirmatively restricted by some express provision of the 
agreementt or by other decision of the members. Therefore, sectors already liberalised, or declared for 
freefree trade, may later fall in treatment according to the exercise of the individual commercial power of 
anyy of the members. This need not happen in the free-trade area context, but a commitment between 
thee parties to not apply their individual commercial policies to the trade of other members would be 
required.. While there are examples of free-trade area formations that exhibit such characteristics, they 
aree the exception rather than the rule. By adopting certain commitments however, any free-trade area 
couldd be elevated to suspend the commercial policy of its members in regard to internal trade. Thus, 
onee should avoid generalisation in drawing distinctions between the two forms. In theory it is possible 
too design a free-trade area which provides for a high degree of internal free movement which is 
legallyy bound, as it is also possible to design a customs union that fails to obtain free circulation and 
retainss member to member commercial policies. It is also difficult to generalise from the practice, 
sincee the number of completed customs unions in the modern era are few. 

Forr the EC, the common (external) commercial policy shall be based on uniform principles as 
accordingg to EC Article 133 (ex. Article 113). For this customs union, there are two possible 
exceptionss to the principle. The first would occur in any situation where the external regime for 
admissionn of goods fails to be uniform. If uniformity is not obtained or retained, then internal controls 
wouldd likely result to compensate for the varying conditions of entry to the larger territory.5 A second 
situationn raising the requirement of internal barriers to trade can also be identified where there is no 
difficultyy in the application of external uniformity for the admission of goods. However, for some 
reasonn or another, a member state has acted to restrict the trade of the goods from another member. 
Wheree the enforcement mechanism would fail to sanction this member action, internal controls upon 
thee trade of members would occur as a result whether "legal" according to the agreement or not. 

Inn actual practice, the conditions required for establishing internal free movement of goods do suggest 
thatt a free-trade area is a somewhat weaker form of integration in this regard and upon several counts. 
First,, without the requirement to apply substantially the same duties and other regulations of 
commercee as to the trade of third parties, it is more difficult to imagine by what circumstances free-
tradee area members would commit to align their external provisions, and thereby permit truly free 
internall  circulation for goods covered. More to the point, as long as members retain national 
commerciall  policies generally, the quality of internal-trade coverage must always be dynamic as it 
remainss a function of individual member behaviour in regard to other members' goods. Even while a 
free-tradefree-trade area may attempt to impose a common external regime by harmonising tariff lines, any later 
variationn in the application of individual territories' instruments wil l necessarily result in new internal 

44 An Intergovernmenta l custom s unio n coul d obtai n thi s result . The partie s coul d agree on a commo n externa l 
tariff ,, but then fai l to reach interna l free movemen t via the reservatio n of thei r individua l territor y control s in 
respec tt  to each other . As a supranationa l authorit y represent s a passag e of sovereig n powe r to a commo n 
institutiona ll  structure,  smal l member s coul d tend to favou r thi s aspec t as it woul d tend to cur b practice s by the 
large rr  member s in regar d to interna l trade . 
55 This also necessaril y impede s free circulatio n as confirmatio n of origi n of good s woul d be required . Although , 
thi ss  requiremen t woul d not undermin e the legal statu s of the custom s union . For the EC, thi s proble m has been 
reflecte dd by EC Articl e 115, now EC Art . 134, as amended . This provide s for certai n protectiv e measure s in 
regar dd to third-countr y products . The resolutio n of Articl e 115 measure s becam e a necessit y wit h the completio n 
off  th e interna l market , establishe d wit h all of the characteristic s of a singl e nationa l marke t and by the remova l of 
interna ll  frontiers . See preamble , Counci l Regulation , EC No. 518/94 of 7 March 1994, on Commo n Rules for 
Imports ,, OJ No. L 067,10/03/94. 
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controlss to reflect the difference in entry conditions. This would suggest that, not only is an external 
commonn tarif f a prerequisite for  free internal movement, but that individual territor y discretion must 
alsoo be overcome by some institutional mechanism. 

Thatt  it may be more difficul t for  free-trade areas to achieve internal free movement over  time may 
alsoo explain, in part, their  attraction as a legal form for  so many regional proposals. The degree of 
flexibilit yy retained permits members to enunciate free-trade objectives, thus satisfying whatever 
agendaa is motivated by them, but at the same time preserve the options to restrict trade accordingly 
betweenn members at a later  time. Haight was more severe on this point, as he believed that the legal 
formm of free-trade areas dictated that they were inherently preferential, as contrasted to formations that 
weree intended to create customs territories.8 Here, it would be suggested that the potential for 
formationss to result in partial preferences over  time does remain a distinct possibility with the larger 
majorit yy of free-trade areas now in operation or  declared for  formation. In this the role of preferential 
originn rules must also be considered. It is suggested by the above that neither  form of regional 
agreementt  is disqualified by the application of preferential origin rules. A uniform external tarif f 
permitss the conditions for  internal free circulation without the use of origin rules, but this level of 
integrationn is not an apparent requirement of GATT Articl e XXIV . However, since preferential origin 
ruless fall outside the considerations of the provisions of Articl e XXIV , they should also be observed 
forr  the effects their  application may have in regard to the quality of trade coverage obtainable by 
regionall  members. Since free-trade areas remain exempt from the necessity to apply uniform 
conditionss for  entry does suggest that preferential origin rules play a far  more important role in their 
establishmentt  and operation. In this, the design of such rules may also appear  to operate as a key 
internall  instrument for  regulating the conditions of preference between free-trade area members. 

8.28.2 Origin  rules  in  preferential  formations,  bilateral  coverage 
Preferentiall  rules of origin are a required aspect in the establishment of a free-trade area in the 
absencee of a harmonised tariff. 7 The rules established serve in practice to determine the scope of the 
freefree trade area, including the volume of trade that is actually freed between the parties. As indicated 
byy an early OEEC report on origin rules, 

"Th ee solution to these problems wil l not only condition the functioning of a free trade area; it 
wil ll  also, to some extent, govern its actual scope. The volume of goods which can circulate 
freefree of duty within the area wil l depend on whether  these "mixed"  products are given 
exemptionn from duty in a more or  less liberal manner."0 

Thus,, if a narrow definition is adopted whereby products incorporating only a small proportion of 
importedd materials are permitted, the volume of trade wil l be more restricted between the parties.9 

Abovee all, the importance of the rules is also established as they determine which products shall 
receivee preferential treatment and which products shall not.10 

"Too drop the term 'free-trade area' from the vocabulary of commercial policy and, inn practice to limit the use of 
Articlee XXIV to customs unions would reinforce the very foundations of the GATT." Haight, F A (1972), Customs 
UnionsUnions and Free Trade Areas Under GATT, Journal of World Trade, V.6, No. 4, pp. 391403 at p. 401. 
77 "The need to define the origin of products stems from the fact that, in a free trade area, each participating 
countryy retains its national tariff on imports from third countries. This is a special problem, therefore, which does 
nott arise in the customs Union when the common external tariff has come into force." OEEC, Special Working 
Partyy for the Council, (1957), Report on the Possibility of Creating A Free Trade Area in Europe, C(57)5,67 
pages,, Paris, at p. 11. 
88 OEEC (1957), Ibid., at pp. 11-12. 
99 OEEC, (1957), Ibid., at p. 33. 
100 Forrester, Ian S., (1980a) EEC Customs Law: Rules of Origin and Preferential Duty Treatment-Part One, 
Europeann Law Review, V.5, pp. 167-197, at p. 167. 
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Sincee the purpose of preferences is to shift sources of production, the manner in which the rules are 
sett between preference parties determines the extent of that shift. In this respect preferential systems 
generallyy intend to accord the preference for products that have made a (last) substantial 
transformationn within the territory of a preference-receiving country. The techniques employed to 
identifyy this transformation vary between agreements, and combinations of different approaches are 
commonn within single arrangements. The primary categories employed to effect this include value 
added,, specified (list) processes, and change in tariff classification. Each approach presents its own 
policyy considerations and has particular benefits and drawbacks.11 

8.2.18.2.1 The evolution of EEC preferential rules 

Forr the EEC's external regional trade agreements, the approach taken for its regional preferential rules 
wass evolutionary but not necessarily from a restrictive view to a liberal one. The first EEC 
preferentiall  agreement to contemplate such rules was the Yaounde I Covention of 1963.12 The 
impetuss to establish a more formal approach came with the expiration of the first Yaounde convention 
inn 1968 with the simultaneous negotiations of new preference areas with the first generation of 
Mediterraneann Agreements, together with the expansion of the African associations to three English 
speakingg newly independent states.13 This need was raised to deal with manufactured goods as these 
products,, unlike agricultural and other tropical products, were not able to be designated as wholly 
obtainedd within the origin country of their production. 

Althoughh the Community already employed certain general rules of origin on a non preferential basis, 
ass found in Council Regulation 802/68, these rules were not determined to translate well to the 
preferentiall  situation. According to Forrester, the notion of last substantial transformation as it was 
incorporatedd in the Regulation for non preferential rules was not seen to be strict enough for the 
regionall  setting, as 

"anyy product essentially made in the United States or Japan could be finished in the 
beneficiaryy country, shed its United States or Japanese origin and thus gain preferential access 
too the EEC."14 

Inn order to avoid distortion to trade caused by deflection, the EEC resolution disregarded the idea of 
providingg separate rules for each product (too complicated), as well as the use of a generalised 50 per 
centt value added test as applied in the European Free Trade Association (EFTA). Forrester stated that 
thee EFTA approach was rejected due to its unfairness as to cheaper labour countries. He offered the 
examplee that if a Swiss worker applied a single-day's labour to an imported leather product, the test 
couldd be met. The same labour added by a Saharan worker would fail to raise the product value to the 
samee degree.15 

Thee EEC solution was to retain the overall concept of substantial transformation but to indicate this 
changee by comparing the tariff heading of the finished product with that of the non-originating 
components.. Where the heading had changed, with exceptions for certain listed processes, there 

111 See generally , Palmeter , David , (1996) Rules  of  Origin  in  Regional  Trade Agreements,  Leig e Conferenc e 
Papers ,, collecte d in Demaret , P., Bell is, J.F., and Garcia , G, (eds), Regionalis m and Multilateralis m Afte r th e 
Urugua yy Round , Europea n Universit y Press , (1997), Brussels . For free-trad e areas , the tarif f shif t approac h is 
suggeste dd to be the least distortionary , althoug h it is also subjec t to industr y lobbyin g and capture . 
122 1964 OJ 1431, grantin g dut y free treatmen t to a limite d numbe r of products , "originating "  in the Associate d 
states .. I. Forrester , (1980a), supr a not e 10 at 175. Protoco l 3 to the Conventio n contemplate d adoptio n of rules 
withi nn six months , but thi s adoptio n was not accomplished . Ibid . 
1 3 1 .. Forrester , (1980a), Supr a not e 10 at p. 175-6. 
1 4 1 .. Forrester , Ibid. , at p. 176. 
1 5 1 .. Forrester , Ibid . However , see McQueen , Matthew , (1982), Lomé'and  the Protective  Effect  of  Rules  of  Origin, 
Journa ll  of Worl d Trade , V. 16, No. 2, pp. 119-131 at p. 125, documentin g the inclusio n of suc h a test in later 
Lom éé I and citin g the use of valu e added as an internall y discriminator y instrument . 
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wouldd be an indication that a new product had been formed. This new product was therefore entitled 
too receive origin by this final producing country. This was understood to be an easily understandable 
meanss of conferring the principle of last substantial transformation, although it did also necessarily 
raisee the issue of the mixing of inputs and therefore the question of cumulation. According to 
Forrester,, this new problem of mixing inputs from differing sources presented both a negative (loss of 
origin)) and a positive (gaining of origin) facet. Thus, he phrased the salient legal questions as follows: 

-"Iff  a product originates in one country, should processing in another country involving non-
originatingg parts or materials deprive the product of origin, and if so under what conditions? 

-Shouldd origin be acquired gradually in several countries, or should each country have to 
satisfyy the rules individually in order for the end product to be originating?"16 

Whatt is revealed by this two-part description of the origin question is that there is present an internal 
aspectt (gradually acquired in several countries), as well as an external dimension (involving non-
originatingg parts) to origin rule constructions. In the process of analysing the effects of rules, it also 
occurss that a single rule can have implications for both external and internal dimensions. This point is 
developedd below when discussing the primary methods for conferring preferential origin. For the 
externall  aspect, a core consideration is that of deflection to the normal flow of trade caused by 
maintenancee of different tariffs by member countries on imports from sources outside the area.17 An 
externallyy protective origin regime would be according protection in excess of what is needed to 
remedyy deflection.18 

8.2.28.2.2 Origin rules and effects upon internal trade 
Forr internal trade the question should be related to the trade coverage that is sought to be accorded by 
thee agreement. This can be expressed by directing attention to the question of preference as in, which 
goodss shall be considered to be of origin to the preference member and which goods shall not be so 
qualified?? As a preliminary matter, there is also the question of how origin rules by their technical 
sectorall  nature are subject to capture in order to limit the range of goods which may be otherwise 
qualified.. Palmeter recounted a list of "Directly Unproductive Profit Seeking Activities" as provided 
byy Bhagwati.19 As he described, lobbying in free-trade agreements is oriented to 1) increasing one's 
ownn exports at the expense of outside competitors; 2) blocking increased competitive imports from 
withinn the free trade area; 3) tailoring the rules so that one's own multi-country rules benefit from the 
preferencee while competitors do not; and 4) to support rules which effectively block trade as a last 
resort.20 0 

Thiss suggests that origin designation rules appear to be susceptible to domestic capture and may be 
designedd upon occasion to reduce the coverage of internal trade. While a rule may be decipherable 
uponn its face, its underlying intent may be not transparent. The rules are complex by their nature and 
wheree designation is made sector by sector, only firms handling the particular commodities have the 
energyy or resources to have actual insight into the effect of the rules on local production. While the 

1 8 1 .. Forrester, (1980a), Supra note 10 at p. 176. 
177 OEEC, (1957), Supra note 7 at p. 31. 
188 There is a relationship between origin rules which are externally protective in excess of what is required to 
addresss deflection and a resulting internal distortion to trade, since third-party inputs can be denied to a regional 
partner'ss production. This aspect is considered below. 
199 The four activities provided included, 1) tariff-seeking lobbying, which is pecuniary seeking in the shifting of 
factorr incomes, 2) revenue-seeking lobbying which is government transfer of revenues to oneself as recipient, 3) 
monopolyy seeking activities to create artificial rents, and 4) tariff evasion and smuggling. Bhagwati, Jagdish, 
(1987),, Directly Unproductive profit-Seeking (DUP) Activities, in J. Eastwell (Ed.) The New Palgrav e Dictionar y 
off Economics, Stockton Press, pp. 845-847. 
200 D. Palmeter, (1995), Supra note 11 at p. 21. 
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designn of rules may naturally seek to provide the entire regional grouping protection from external 
sources,, it stands to reason that changes in competitive forces internally also may be sought to be 
affectedd by the rules. 

AA brief survey of the leading categories of designating origin will assist in understanding how these 
questionss may be raised for the context of internal regional trade. As the focus is upon origin 
designationn related to the internal shifts of production, the problem of according preference in a 
bilaterall  setting is taken up first. A separate section follows to deal with the added problems of area-
widee designation between two or more regional partners. 

8.2.2.11 Value added 

Ann origin rule may be enacted which is so restrictive in its criteria so as to not permit the flow of 
goodss between the parties in spite of a zero-tariff preference committed as an aspect of the free trade 
plan.. While the parties may have declared such an intent within the context of a free-trade area, the 
originn rule as applied to any particular commodity may operate instead to provide a single party a 
domesticc protective effect from the goods originating in the other member state. This prospect has 
beenn raised as a criticism when value added criteria is applied between territories of differing 
developmentt levels. Generally, it appears to be understood that value or content added requirements 
tendd to favour the higher-cost producer, or to generalise further, the higher-developed regional 
partner.. For an example, in the First Lomé' convention, a value added criteria was applied across a 
rangee of products in addition to change of tariff heading criteria. While this value added requirement 
didd not exceed 60 per cent, and would have been considered to be a neutral criteria between developed 
tradee partners, "by the same token, they are inappropriate for countries at the level of development 
andd with the small size of domestic market previously outlined for the ACP countries."21 

McQueenn suggested that while a restrictive rule may be necessary to avoid trade deflection, that there 
iss possible for each rule an examination of what level of restriction is actually necessary to eliminate 
thee risk of deflection, and not more. As he explained it, where the producing partner's country tariff 
wass relatively high, or where tariffs between the partners were similar, then deflection should not be 
ann issue in any case. If so, it would follow that a rule operating in excess of a measured requirement to 
eliminatee deflection would be indicative of an internally diverting origin construction. 

Palmeterr came to a comparable conclusion in his analysis of the application of value added criteria in 
thee North America Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) where he claimed that preference eligibility 
wouldd more easily confer origin in higher cost U.S. and Canadian operations than in Mexico. 

"Inn this way, a value added rule may distort economic efficiencies and divert investment from 
wheree it might otherwise occur, and where it may be most needed"22 

Palmeter'ss comment also introduces the notion that the imposition of value-added criteria raises 
considerationss of investment and production location, as capital movement would otherwise be shifted 
ass a result of preference. Where parties are dissimilar in cost structure, an origin rule can be made to 
eitherr respect or undermine the comparative advantage of the lower-cost member producer. Thus, it is 
possiblee that the same rule may act in two ways, first to fashion an external diversion in favour of the 
region,, and then second, to allocate the benefits of diverted production to one regional member 
relativee to another. 

8.2.2.22 List processes or  technical test 

Thee use of denoting specific production or sourcing requirements as applied for the general rule to 
conferr preferential origin has increased in recent years. A technical test can be either a positive or 

211 M. McQueen , (1982), Supr a note 15 at p. 125. 
222 D. Palmeter , Supr a note 11 at p. 11. 
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negativee test, positive where production or sourcing requirements conferring preferential origin are 
specified,, negative where processes that do not confer origin are specified. 

Exampless of how list-processes criteria may be employed to shift internal sources of supply have not 
beenn offered in the literature, but examples have been raised to demonstrate the externally diverting 
possibilitiess for the use of technical tests. That such a rule can play both an external and internal 
divertingg role can be shown from an example for origin-sourcing rules taken from a WTO study. A 
NAFTAA "yarn forward" rule requires that for many clothing products, 100 per cent of all inputs must 
bee obtained from within the free-trade area in order to qualify for the preference. The rule is indicated 
inn the WTO study as externally trade diverting as it shifts supply from external sources to those of the 
regionall  partners since outsiders can no longer supply a partner manufacturer without that internal 
producerr foregoing its regional preference.24 However, it also seems possible that an internal shift of 
productionn can also be accomplished by the same rule in two possible ways. First, internal diversion 
couldd be derived in favour of the end product (downstream) producer in the higher cost regional 
partnerr market. This could occur where the lower cost producer of the end product was diminished 
withoutt access to the cheaper foreign input as a result of the rule. This raises the second possibility, 
thatt the higher cost producer of the input might also extend its production throughout the region as the 
solee regional supplier at least, "up to the point where the origin rule becomes so restrictive that 
producerss opt for the second option."25 

8.2.2.33 Change of tarif f heading 

Althoughh change of tariff heading is considered to be less distortionary for trade and investment then 
thee above categories, the same type of result can be obtained via a rule designating transformation by 
changee of tariff heading. Also offered by Palmeter as a NAFTA example, as between the headings as 
appliedd to tomato paste (HTS 2002.90) and which is turned into tomato catsup (HTS 2103.20). The 
previouss Canada-U.S. free-trade area rule provided that a change in heading between the two 
chapters,, 20 to 21, was sufficient to confer origin. The NAFTA rule however provides an exception 
forr the particular subheading of tomato paste. The result is that third-party imported tomato paste 
processedd into catsup within the region will not accord origin for preferential treatment. Only paste 
producedd within the NAFTA area can be transformed into catsup in a way that will confer free 
movementt for catsup from one member to the other.26 While Palmeter raises this example to 
demonstratee the external trade diversion possible, as for example, Mexico will now replace Chile as a 
supplierr of paste, as above, it is not difficult to consider conditions that would also generate an 
internallyy diverting result. Thus, if only one regional party produces paste, the effect of the rule would 
alsoo be to securee the market regionally as to outsiders, but to also capture the end-product market 
locally.. Likewise for downstream diversion, if Mexico's catsup production relied upon Chilean paste, 
thee same rule which excludes Chile would also then restrict Mexico's catsup production as it would 
noww be required to source its paste from higher cost NAFTA members for all catsup intended for the 
NAFTAA market. The result would be that, even while tomato catsup might be a product declared to 
receivee zero-tariff treatment according to the free-trade area, the preferential origin rule applied upon 
itss primary input might effectively eliminate regional sources of competition. 

WTO,, (1998), Committee on Regional Trade Agreements, Inventory of non-tariff Provisions in Regional Trade 
Agreements,Agreements, WT/REG/W/26, Geneva, p. 11. Comment from the representative from Australia, "He also noted 
thatt the analysis seemed to indicate that the test most often used in RTA's for rules of origina was a technical 
testt rather than a change in tariff heading. ..it was his understanding that a change in tariff heading was usefully 
regardedregarded as the clearest and leastt complex way of determining origin..." WTO, Committee on Regional Trade 
Agreements,, Note on the Meeting of 6-7 and 10 July, 1998, WT/REG/M/18,26 July 1998, para. 20, pp 4 & 5. 
244 WTO Secretariat, Regionalis m and the World Tradin g System , (1996), Geneva, p. 48. 
255 "The second option being the obtaining of the materials from an outside supplier and foregoing the 
preference."" WTO, (1996), Ibid. 
266 D. Palmeter, Supra note 11 at pp. 5-7. 
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Althoughh these examples can only be posed here as hypothetical cases, what should be apparent is 
thatt all of the primary categories of origin transformation can be operated in a manner that would 
restrictt internal producers as effectively as third-country suppliers. For many GATT review parties, 
evenn where new tariff levels were not seen to raise barriers to trade, restrictive origin rules have long 
beenn charged to effectively raise new barriers to trade in derogation of the requirements of GATT 
Articl ee XXIV:5. 27 More recently, the internal prospects have also been noted. For an example, the 
representativee of Korea posed the following in a CRTA meeting held to discuss non-tariff provisions: 

". .. .his delegation wished to advance one thought for colleagues' reflection: that the use of 
preferentiall  rules of origin in RTAs related to the definition of "substantially all the trade: 
(SAT).. It could be argued that the use of preferential origin rules should have a bearing on 
determiningg whether the SAT criterion were met; that is, concern that the stringency of 
preferentiall  rules of origin might have added effect on the patterns of trade and economic co-
operationn amongst RTA parties themselves and between RTA parties and third parties. 
Thereforee to prevent unwarranted disruptions to trade patterns, there was a prima facie case 
forr relating the use of preferentiall  rules of origin to the definition of SAT." 

Thee comment recognises the role that preferential rules of origin play in determining that actual scope 
off  a free-trade area as it relates to the substantially-all trade requirement. It suggests the direction that 
developmentss could take in assigning a rule of origin review feature to the question of internal trade 
coverage,, but also highlights the absence of such a review feature up to the present time. The manner 
byy which GATT reviewing parties for both external and internal aspects have been unable to address 
thee questions raised by preferential origin rules is also indicated, but no more clearly than in the case 
off  overlapping free-trade areas and the issues raised by them regarding the concepts of area treatment 
andd cumulation. 

8.38.3 Origin  designation  and area definition 
Thee question of what type of "area" is being suggested by regional proponents has both a dimension 
thatt is geographic as well as legal in regard to trade coverage. For this aspect the concept of 
cumulationn for either inputs for processes must also be considered. According to Forrester, 
cumulationn rules, 

"statee the terms on which an end product may enjoy originating status even (al)though the 
normall  origin rules would not confer origin on the basis of the work done in the country of 
lastt processing."29 

8.3.18.3.1 Donor country (bilateral cumulation) 

Thee consideration of cumulation must arise initially between any two parties as a matter of whether 
bilaterall  cumulation, or donor country benefit (and thus bilateral area treatment), wil l be provided. 
Thee most restrictive treatment possible is where there is no bilateral cumulation provided between two 

277 First raised in 1961 BISD, Ninth Supplement, European Free Trade Association Examination of Stockholm 
Convention,Convention, Report adopted 4 June 1960, (L/1235), pp. 70-87 at paragraphs 4 through 10. 
288 WTO, Committee on Regional Trade Agreements, Note on the Meeting of 6-7 and 10 July, 1998, 
WT/REG/M/18,266 July 1998, para. 19, p. 4. For the recommendation on a framework for measuring in 
conjunctionn with an Australian proposal for determining SAT see, WTO, CRTA, Statement by the Delegation of 
Hongg Kong, China on Systemic Issues, WT/REG/W/27,8 July 1998, Geneva. The proposal is discussed below. 
299 Forrester, Ian S., (1980b), EEC Customs Law: Rules of Origin and Preferential Duty Treatment-Part Two, 
Europeann Law Review, V.5, pp. 257-286, at p. 266: "A simple problem would concern a stone handicraft, made 
fromm marble quarried in Italy, carved in Switzerland and reimported into the EEC. A more complex example 
wouldd involve a German electric motor shipped to Switzerland for incorporation in the manufacture of a washing 
machinee which is assembled from components originating in Finland, Portugal, Japan and France, then exported 
too the EEC: on what basis may the washing machine receive preferential treatment?" 
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partiess which would permit origin to be obtained. As such, the preference granted is restricted to the 
wholly-obtainedd products of party A or  B, as the materials of A may not be processed in B for  the 
purposee of obtaining preferential origin in respect to the other  partner. The second designation is 
knownn as bilateral cumulation. Between two countries A and B, the inputs provided by either  are 
addedd to the origin calculation. Bilateral cumulation creates "area treatment"  between two parties.30 

8.3,28.3,2 Area constructions, diagonal or full cumulation 
Althoughh it remains conceivable that bilateral free-trade areas may be formed under  the GATT rules 
providin gg for  no bilateral cumulation, the primar y contemporary issue regarding area designation is 
wheree a single party is common to separate bilateral free-trade area agreements. For  these 
arrangements,, the question that arises is whether  or  not the resulting regional system could be devised, 
orr  should be compelled, to form an area whereby inputs can be traded and/or  processes combined 
acrosss all of the markets concerned. This determination is made by reference to the degree of 
cumulationn that is provided among its members, bilaterally with the common member (the hub 
country),, and diagonally among the partners (the spoke countries). Generally, in the absence of 
positivee cumulation rules connecting the bilateral areas, there is not a legal basis for  inputs to be 
accumulatedd between the lateral partners. 

Thiss question of area-wide design received new attention as an aspect of the North American Free 
Tradee Agreement (NAFTA - U.S., Canada, Mexico) from the Canada-U.S. Free Trade Area 
(CÜSTA).. As according to Wonnacott, 

". .. .an important case arose in North America soon after  the 1989 Canada-US free trade 
agreementt  came in effect. Would Mexico join the FTA.. .or, to get a quicker  and simpler 
agreement,, would it negotiate a bilateral FTA with the United States alone... thus creating a 
hub-and-spokee system (H&S), i.e., a system in which the US hub would have had two 
overlappingg bilateral agreements."31 

Inn such a system of overlapping bilateral agreements without an overall area designation, the trade 
effectss are said to favour  the hub relative to the spokes. Again according to Wonnacott, 

"I nn a H&S, the hub would get two special trade advantages which it would not get under  an 
FTA::  (1) the hub would benefit from the preference it would get in the market of each spoke 
inn competition with the others; and (2) only firm s in the hub would be able to acquire duty-
freefree inputs from each spoke. In short.. .a H& S offers special preferential advantages for  the 
hubb because of the trade barrier s it would leave between spokes."32 

Thiss construction, by accident or  design, of a series of bilateral agreements with a single large country 
att  the hub can present certain negative implications for  the resulting quality of internal trade coverage 
betweenn the parties, primaril y at the expense of the spoke countries. Moreover, Wonnacott, and 
Enderss and Wonnacott, suggested also that a system also has implications, perhaps political, for 
reinforcin gg an already dominant party as, 

Iann Forrester , (1980b), at p. 267. Makin g an earlie r characterisatio n that no longe r applies,  "(U)nderth e GSP, 
product ss of Communit y origi n are treate d as if they were thir d countr y products" . In the absenc e of a genera l 
non-cumulativ ee provision , the same effec t coul d be obtaine d by lis t processe s whic h were insufficien t to confe r 
origin .. Dono r countr y benefi t can also extende d to the good s of onl y one partner . 
311 Wonnacott , Ronal d J. , Trade and Investment  in a Hub-and  Spoke  system  Versus  a Free Trade Area,  The 
Worl dd Economy , Vol . 19, No. 3,1996, pp.237-252 , at p. 237. Accordin g to Wonnacott , Canada' s decisio n to 
engag ee in the NAFTA turne d upon the negativ e consequence s of not participating , wherei n the resul t woul d be a 
U.S.. hub wit h two spokes , Canada and Mexico . Rotterda m Intervie w wit h the author , 1995. 
322 R. Wonnacott , Ibid. , at p. 241. In addition , "Th e hub' s specia l advantage s in trad e woul d translat e into an 
advantag ee in attractin g investment : othe r thing s bein g equal , firm s woul d prefe r to locat e in the hub becaus e thi s 
iss  the onl y locatio n that woul d giv e them free acces s to input s and market s in all participatin g countries. "  Ibid. , at 
p.. 246. 
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"Ann examination of only the obvious special preferences that would be created could lead to 
criticismm throughout the region of the hub for participating in the development of such a 
systemm that would allow the relatively wealthy US or EU hub to increasee its alreadyy dominant 
positionn in its hemisphere by benefiting at the expense of its relatively poor neighbours.. ."33 

Howeverr the selection of the choice of forms, bilateral or multilateral, can also not be presumed to be 
merelyy accidental. If one country has bargaining power in the first place, then its choice of bilateral 
agreementss at the outset is already an expression of this prerogative, perhaps to the extent that the 
partnerss find it necessary to co-operate with this choice. This suggests that considerations can be 
effectedd to determine which level of area treatment if any, should be provided, and that the decision to 
formm a series of bilateral agreements can be reflective of a conscious choice to not establish an area-
widee treatment. 

8.3.38.3.3 The Multilateral European Area proposals (195 7) 
Thiss insight did not surface on first impression in the course of the NAFTA analysis. Rather, the 
questionn of overall area construction was a central issue in the early days of European regional 
integration.. Prior to the formation of the EEC, the OEEC sponsored a working party to consider the 
feasibilityy of a free trade area that would include the developing EEC Customs Union and the other 
memberr countries. At that stage, the desired solution by the OEEC working party was to preserve a 
multilaterall  framework for Europe, even while regional integration would proceed within the EEC. 
Althoughh there was littl e prior experience with free-trade area formations, the OEEC group 
contemplatedd the creation of an overall area, whereby a product would obtain satisfactory origin, 

"iff  it undergoes successive processing in several countries of the area and if the total of such 
operationss is sufficient, according to the definition of origin adopted, to confer the nationality 
off  the area on that product."35 

Thiss early reference precisely contemplated a European-wide treatment for the production and trade 
off  goods throughout the region as defined by its OEEC members. This element was sought to be 
preservedd as the six moved to form their own customs territory. The response of the non-EEC 
countriess within the OEEC to form a "little" free-trade area was further specifically directed toward 
thee desire of those members to seek yet a multilateral European wide formation. In assessing the 
potentiall  for what would later become the European Free Trade Association (EFTA), 

"AA number of reasons are put forward in support of the conclusion that the plan will help 
achievee an accommodation with the Six. It will keep the Seven together and thus maximise 
thee bargaining power of those who want a free trade area, while at the same time forestalling 
thee development of a trading pattern that would rule out a multilateral settlement."36 

R.. Wonnacott , Ibid. , at p.249. From Ender s and Wonnacott , "...a stron g hub like the Unite d States or EU wil l 
havee its alread y dominan t bargainin g powe r increase d if it is negotiatin g wit h one partne r at a time , and may use 
thi ss  to maintai n mor e protectio n (perhap s contingen t protection ) agains t its spok e partner s - at a cos t not onl y to 
thee spokes , but also in many cases , to the hub itself. "  Enders , Alic e and Wonnacott , Ronal d J., (1995, 
preliminar yy version) , How Useful  is  the NAFTA Experience  for  East-West  European  Integration!,  at p. 4. 
344 "By Jul y 1956, politica l and economi c factor s had coalesce d to the poin t wher e formatio n of the EEC was 
imminent...Becaus ee severa l OEEC member s were anxiou s to counterbalanc e the formatio n of the EEC commo n 
market ,, the (OEEC) Counci l establishe d a workin g part y to examin e the feasibilit y of formin g a free-trad e area in 
Europe. ""  Dunlap , James B., and King , Rober t N., (1974) Regional  Economic  Integration  and GATT:  the Effects  of 
thethe  EEC EFTA Agreements  on International  Trade,  Law and Polic y in Internationa l Business , V.6, pp. 207-235, 
att  p. 208. 
355 OEEC, (1957) Supr a not e 7 at 33. 
366 Camps , Miriam , (1959), The European  Free Trade Association,  A Preliminary  Appraisal,  Britai n and the 
Europea nn Market , Occasiona l Paper No. 4, PEP publications , p. 27. The referenc e to a free-trad e area refer s to 
aa Europea n free-trad e area whereb y the custom s unio n woul d be one constituen t territory . "Althoug h it is 
probabl ee that Sweden , and perhap s Switzerland , woul d have been in favou r of the establishmen t of the free 
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Althoughh the formation of the European Free Trade Area would finally not succeed to provide the 
basiss for  multilateral settlement as sought by its advocates until the formation of the European 
Economicc Area (EEA) in 1992, there is littl e doubt that the desire to avoid individual bilateral 
agreementss with the newly formed EEC was a paramount goal: 

"(O)ncee some countries began making bilateral agreements with the Six, others would be 
temptedd to follow suit and, if this happened, a multilateral association would soon become 
impossible.. Instead of a broad free trade area in which each country maintained similar 
relationss with every other  country within the group, a new pattern of trading would be 
establishedd based on an inner  group of countries (the Six) at the centre of the web with ties 
radiatingg out to the surrounding countries."37 

Thiss quotation presents perhaps a first  description of a hub and spoke system, like that described by 
Wonnacott,, for  what could have transpired in the NAFTA. It was joined with a forewarning of the 
potentiall  negative effects on the smaller  partners: 

"(N)ott  only would the small countries, acting individually , be in a weak initia l bargaining 
position,, but they would also be denying themselves, for  the future, the increased strength that 
cann be gained from acting together  or  in concert with the United Kingdom." 

"Furthermore ,, the resulting network of bilateral agreements would not only be inherently 
discriminatoryy against the United Kingdom, but would tend to increase trade with the Six at 
thee expense of the considerable trade carried on by the outer  countries with each other." 38 

Att  the 1969 Hague Conference of the EC Heads of State, the decision was made to reconsider  the 
membershipp applications of certain EFTA states and to begin discussions with those EFTA members 
whoo had not applied. Participants realised then that when the United Kingdom and Denmark would 
enterr  the EEC, that they would adopt the EEC common tarif f and re-impose tariff s on the former 
EFTAA partners. Thus, "i t was evident that some accommodation would have to be reached between 
thee enlarged community and the remaining EFTA countries."39 At that time, three special concerns to 
bee advanced in the negotiations by the EEC and EFTA countries were raised. First, the EEC 
emphasisedd that only industrial products should be covered by futur e agreements. Second, "Th e 
Communityy was also anxious to protect those of its industries in which EFTA countries held dominant 
positions,, such as Sweden in the paper  industry." 40 Third , The Community sought to tighten EFTA's 
liberall  rules of origin, while EFTA members wanted to retain the existing rules in order  that the 
agreementss would cover  more products."41 

Inn retrospect, one can easily say that EFTA parties miscalculated that they could avoid bilateral 
countryy agreements by the formation of its own free-trade area. Having determined not to form a 
customss union, the retention of individual EFTA member external policies effectively eliminated the 

tradee association on economic grounds alone, it seems clear that in most of the countries concerned the 
determiningg factor was not the prospect of economic advantage, but the belief that the formation of the new 
associationn would improve materially the chances of an accomodation (sic) with the Six." Ibid., at p. 27. For 
comprehensivee overview of the European Free Trade Area and its developments over time, see Weiss, F.W., 
TheThe European Free Trade Association after Twenty-five Years, Yearbook of European Law, Vol. 5,1986, pp. 
287-323;; and, Weiss, F.W., The Functioning of the Free Trade Agreements, in Jacot-Guillarmod, Oliver (ed.), L' 
aveni rr  du libre-e'chang e en Europe : vers un Espace e'conomiqu e europe'en ? Schulthess Polygraphischer 
Verlagg AG, Zurich, 1990, pp. 61-78. 
377 M. Camps, Ibid., at p. 24. 
388 Ibid., at p. 24. The concern expressed was not with EEC formation per se, but the manner in which the new 
customss territory would relate to its partners in either bilateral or multilateral agreements. 
399 J. Dunlap and R. King, (1974), Supra note 34 at p. 215. 
400 J. Dunlap and R. King, Ibid., citing 5 Bull. EEC July-Aug 1972 at p. 15. 
411 J. Dunlap and R. King, Ibid., citing The Economist (magazine), Jan. 20,1973, at p. 62. 
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possibilityy of a single external commercial policy and therefore a single bilateral agreement between 
twoo territories.42 What is also indicated in the history is the manner in which bargaining power was 
finallyy reflected between unequal parties both in the selection of a framework for regional trade, ie., a 
seriess of bilateral rather than a single multilateral configuration, and the manner in which rules of 
originn were intended to provide for internal domestic protection. This latter aspect become more 
visiblee as the EC-EFTA territory arrangements were examined in the GATT. 

8.3.48.3.4 Diagonal forms in early European regional arrangements 
Besidess the question of bilateral cumulation between two partners, it is evident that two other forms of 
cumulationn also relate to the composition of area-wide treatment when two or more bilateral 
agreementss provide for a common member. Multilateral (total or full) cumulation occurs where all 
memberss are permitted to add inputs and processing which will act to designate the product as one 
derivingg origin in respect of the larger area.43 This occurs normally by designation to the country of 
lastt processing those operations that were carried out in the other recognised countries. Cited as an 
earlyy form is the preferential trade agreements between the Community and the Maghreb countries, 
whichh were said to allow for total cumulation.44 

Thee far more common and intermediate form for relating multiple agreements with a common 
memberr provides for diagonal (or triangular) cumulation. In contrast to full cumulation, diagonal 
cumulationn allows origin to be achieved by adding together originating materials, but not the value 
addedd contributed by processing. In the absence of any other provisions and in the case where 
bilaterall  or donor country origin would already be provided, the conditions for obtaining origin must 
bee met in the last country of export. This raises a discriminatory hardship where between two lateral 
partners,, the degree of processing in the first country is sufficient to confer its preferential origin, but 
wheree admission is not granted based upon the fact that the second country's contribution was 
individuallyy insufficient to confer its origin. 

Diagonall  provisions can be expansive or restrictive. While the trend now has been developing to 
providee for a more expansive diagonal cumulation throughout the EC, EFTA and CEEC regional 

Thee assessmen t of the countr y position s makes an interestin g historica l footnot e and reveal s the tension s 
betwee nn bilatera l and multilatera l approache s whic h are eviden t in the consideratio n of free-trad e areas and as 
perhap ss reflecte d by the relativ e marke t powe r of the respectiv e members . Thus , "..attempt s to influenc e or 
isolat ee the Frenc h by pressur e on , or appeal s to, othe r member s of the Six were conspicuousl y unsuccessfu l and 
thee belie f that the German Governmen t gave a hig h enoug h priorit y to the free trad e area to ensur e eventua l 
agreemen tt  prove d to be disastrousl y optimistic...Bu t withi n the Six , the Dutc h have alway s been the stronges t 
advocate ss of the broa d free trad e area and no economi c pressur e is needed to stimulat e thei r interest. "  Camps , 
Miriam ,, (1959), Supr a not e 34 at pp. 28 and 29. 
433 "'Ful l cumulation ' is the syste m whic h represent s a mor e advance d for m of economi c integratio n betwee n the 
partne rr  countries . Full cumulatio n provide s for the cumulatio n of processin g betwee n two or mor e countries . 
Accoun tt  is therefor e taken of all processin g or transformaito n of a produc t withi n the trad e zone withou t the 
product ss bein g used necessaril y havin g to originat e in one of the partne r countries . One of the result s of "full " 
cumulatio nn migh t lead to an origi n commo n to all partner s (i.e., the EEA Agreement) . EC Commission , 
Communicatio nn to the Counci l Concernin g the Unificatio n of Rules of Origi n in Preferentia l Trade Betwee n the 
Community ,, the Centra l and East Europea n Countrie s and the EFTA countries . Restricte d and non cited , at p. 5. 
444 EEC Law Handbook , EEC Custom s Law, T-188 (S5/8/93), citin g for Algeria : Regulatio n 2210/78, OJ 1978 
L263/40;;  Morocco : Regulatio n 2211/78, OJ 1978 L264/38; Tunisia : Regulatio n 2212/78, OJ 1978 L265/38, as 
amended .. For description , "A s regard s the applicatio n of the value added test , thi s implie s that all valu e added in 
anyy of the Maghre b countrie s and the communit y wil l coun t in favou r of Maghre b origin , whil e the valu e of any 
component ss or materials  fro m a thir d countr y wil l coun tt  agains t preferentia l origin , unles s thes e third-countr y 
component ss and material s are incorporate d in a semi-finishe d produc t havin g obtaine d the preferentia l origi n of 
onee of the Maghre b countrie s or the Communit y whic h is later used in the manufactur e of the finishe d product. " 
EECC Law Handbook , Ibid . 
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network,, the earlier  formations were heavily criticised for  their  restrictive diagonal limitations. For  an 
EEC-EFTAA member state example, a product processed in Norway would have obtained Norwegian 
originn as to the EEC, but it is exported first  to Sweden for  additional processing. This processing is 
insufficientt  to meet the test for  Swedish origin which would allow it to have the preference to the 
EECC market. Therefore, 

"I tt  wil l - under  the general rules of origin - have neither  Swedish nor  Norwegian origin and 
thereforee would not qualify for  the preferential duty treatment on importation into the 
Communityy (or  any EFTA country except Norway).45 

Thus,, the necessity for  examining the diagonal rules in multipl e free-trade area constructions occurs in 
eitherr  granting (or  failing to grant) an initia l area-wide treatment so that components of origin can be 
countedd together  for  export to either  the common member, or  to other  lateral members. However, the 
creationn of diagonal possibilities for  the lateral partners requires affirmativ e action. As long as free-
tradee area partners initiat e separate bilateral agreements with a common member, in the absence of 
speciall  provisions, there wil l not be any legal basis for  cumulating the inputs, let alone value added by 
processes,, of its various members.46 

Thee EEC-EFTA country solution to this absence of cumulation was to devise a most complex series 
off  rules.47 While a number  of aspects contributed to this complexity, for  Forrester, the most difficul t 
aspectt  resided in their  approach to neutral calculation as stated in Articl e 2.1.A.b of the EC-EFT A 
Origi nn Protocols, This stated, 

"wher ee a percentage rule limits.. .the proportion in value of non-originating products that can 
bee incorporated under  certain circumstances, the added value has been acquired in each of the 
countriess in accordance with the percentage rules and with the other  rules contained in the 
saidd lists without any possibility of cumulation from one country to another."46 

Thee rule applied when a percentage value added test was in place in addition to a change in tarif f 
heading.. The difficult y arose in its interpretation by the Commission and EEC national officials which 
disregardedd any EEC contribution to the product for  the determination of its origin on transfer  to 
anotherr  EFTA country for  later  processing. 

"T oo apply the principle, the value of the EEC component is deducted from the ex-factory 
valuee of the machine in Austria and the resultant diminished value must then be compared 
withh the value of any thir d country parts or  components. The result is that the amount of thir d 
countryy components which may be incorporated into the machine in Austria without 
detractingg from eligibilit y for  Austrian preferential origin is lower  than would be the case if 
thee EEC component counted 'in favour' of preferential origin." 49 

Foresterr  concluded that this application of the rules was not accidental as, 
"Th ee decision to structure the diagonal cumulation rules in this fashion, and to adopt the 
neutrall  cumulation system was not inadvertent. It was a political decision not to accord full 
accesss to preferential treatment to triangular  trade touching two EFTA countries and one 
EEC." 50 0 

455 EEC law Handbook , Ibid. , at T-172. 
4 6 1 .. Forrester , (1980b), Supr a not e 28 at p. 267. 
477 Generally , Forrester , (1980b), Supr a not e 29 at pp. 270-277; EC Law Handbook , Supr a note 44 at T-172-181. 
Originally ,, Articl e 2 of the Origi n Protocol s of each EEC-EFTA agreement , revise d by Decisio n 5/88 applie d by 
Regulatio nn 4274/88, OJ 1988 L381/13, for Norway . 
488 Origi n Protocal , Ibid. , italic s added . 
4 9 1 .. Forrester , (1980b), Supr a not e 29 at p. 274. 
5 0 1 .. Forrester , Ibid. , at 275. 
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Thee apparent effect was to give EFTA parties an option to either compute originn bilaterally between 
ann individual EFTA member and the EEC, or to compute two EFTA contributing states together but 
minuss any EEC contribution. The result of the bilateral agreements and the construction of diagonal 
originn provided was precisely what the EFTA parties were attempting to avoid in the first instance: a 
patternn of agreements which would promote trade to the centre country at the expense of trade and 
processingg between the lateral parties in respect to the centre. 

Thiss result flowed not from the diagonal rules themselves since in the absence of any rules there 
wouldd have been no basis for any diagonal cumulation. Rather, the choice of the legal form of the 
arrangementss designating bilateral agreements with a common member was the source of the 
problem.. As the EEC was the largest partner, so did it also have an interest and the power to conclude 
aa hub and spoke system. As the EFTA parties were smaller trading countries, so was it also in their 
interestt to reach a multilateral solution. 

Inn this sense the proposals made to extend the Canada-U.S. arrangement to NAFTA, and Wonnacott's 
recognitionn of the inferior position of Canada if itt failed to engage the Mexico triangle in an identical 
formationn to match any U.S.- Mexico agreement, presents an analogous situation. As the largest 
partner,, it would not have been adverse to a narrower set of U.S. interests to see a resulting 
constructionn operate as a hub and spoke system. It would certainly however have been adverse to 
Canada. . 

8.3.58.3.5 The unveiling of the EEC-EFT A rules in the GA TT 
Thee first full examination of the EEC's origin approach to EFTA was provided in the review of the 
formationn of the EEC-Austria free-trade area.51 The first objection to the origin rules was based on 
GATTT Article XXTV:4 on the basis that they would operate to frustrate the goal stated to permit free-
tradee areas as a means of facilitating trade between the constituent parties. This was raised due to the 
potentiall  of the rules to frustrate intra-area trade in products that could not meet the various origin 
criteria.. In addition, by depressing this internal trade, it was claimed that there would necessarily be 
raisedd new barriers to third-countries in their exports of intermediate products. In this way, the origin 
ruless to be applied were also claimed to violate Article XXTV:5(b) because their effect was more 
restrictivee to outsiders as in the manner of raising new barriers to trade of other GATT parties. As one 
workingg group member was quoted, the rules "...were so complex and cumbersome as to be a barrier 
too trade in and of themselves..."52 

Inn this characterisation, the ability of restrictive rules to frustrate internal trade as well as external 
tradee was easily recognised as well as the linkage between imposing internal barriers which result in 
thee loss of external trade. In the more detailed examination of the objections, allegations were posed 
thatt some of the rules required content as high as 96 percent (microphones); on one-fifth of total 
industriall  headings (BTN 84-92), the parties permitted only 5% non origin. In other headings a 
restrictivee 20% rule was applied. Origin sourcing was alleged to have been obviously promoted by the 
designn of the rules.53 

Thee EEC defence on these working group comments was reported to have relied upon the necessity of 
originn in order to avoid trade deflection. However, others noted that where the countries involved had 

511 GATT, 1974 BISD (coverin g 1972-73) Twentiet h Supplement , European  Communities  - Agreements  with 
Austria,Austria,  Repor t 10 Octobe r 1973, (L/3900, BISD p. 145. Additiona l identica l reports , (L/3902) Iceland , P. 158; 
(L/3901);;  Portugal , P. 171; (L/3899) Sweden , P. 183; (L/3893) Switzerlan d & Lichtenstein , P. 196. 

GATT,, L/3900, Ibid. , at para . 5. A non violatio n complain t argumen t was also raised . By restrictin g thir d 
countr yy  products , boun d tariff s woul d be nullifie d by the applicatio n of rules of origin . Accordin g to Forrester , the 
EEC-EFTAA agreemen t was subjec t to workin g grou p criticis m not onl y by outsider s but also by EFTA countrie s 
themselves ,, includin g Austria . I. Forrester , Supr a not e 29 at p. 283, his not e 16. 
533 Articl e 23 of Protoco l 3 also appeare d to exclud e the possibilit y for drawback. . 
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similarr  tariffs , then deflection should not have been at issue and such restrictive rules would have 
servedd no purpose in this respect. Also, observers claimed that the rules were more restrictive than the 
comparablee EFTA rules in 335 out of 338 tarif f headings.54 As to the general allegation that the rules 
weree operating in a manner  that was not trade neutral, the EEC response was that a comparison to the 
EFTAA rules was not valid and that the parties were free to adopt any system of their  choice.55 

Thee result of the EFTA association's attempts to reach a multilateral accommodation with the EEC 
wass a series of bilateral agreements upon which positive action was required to install some basis for 
cumulation.. The system that resulted emphasised the bilateral constructions and failed to achieve a 
cumulationn system that would rise to the level of European-area treatment. The review of these 
agreementss in the GATT failed to disclose a basis to clearly challenge the constructions either  on their 
externall  diverting effects or  for  their  internal diverting effects. For  the EFTA partners, this issue 
wouldd not be resolved until the conclusion of the European Economic Area (EEA). 

8.3.68.3.6 Development of the European diagonal area 
Thee EC external regional system developed in the 1990's by a large number  of new agreements with 
thee CEEC's, in the form of the Europe Agreements. These free-trade area agreements were matched 
byy agreements between EFTA parties and several of the CEEC's initiated their  own free-trade areas. 
Thee resulting fragmentation of an overall non-cumulative system began to press Upon European 
producers.. Their  capacity to seek lower  cost production sources in the wider  European area was likely 
frustratedfrustrated  by the very bilateral structures that were generated on behalf of the Community itself and 
thee issue was raised in two European Councils, Copenhagen in 1993 and Corfu in 1994. In a non-
citedd Commission Communication, the advantages of extending diagonal cumulation were described 
ass facilitatin g EC manufacturers to source components in CEEC countries, to spread production 
processess to two or  more involved areas or  countries and export the end-products to EFTA countries 
andd other  CEEC without loss of origin. 

Whatt  has resulted from this recognition in final form is a communication to the WTO notifying the 
Committeee on Regional Trade Agreements of a System of European Cumulation of Origin. 7 

Accordingg to the notice, the implementation of a "new origin network"  has two major  consequences. 
First,, semi-finished products originating in any country of the system and which are further 
processedd or  assembled in any other  partner  country may always be considered as originating 

544 Stressin g the complicate d natur e of the rules , sometime s fou r criteri a were necessar y to meet togethe r wit h 
eigh tt  movemen t certificates . Articl e VIII of the GATT was also suggeste d to appl y to thi s situation . Althoug h no 
rul ee in GATT applie d to preferentia l Rules of Origin , GATT At. XXIV:5(b ) was also brough t int o the discussio n as 
"othe rr  regulation s of commerc e mor e restrictive". 
555 GATT, L2300, para 27-28. The discussio n on the EEC-EFTA rules was develope d incrementall y in the repor t 
onn the EEC Agreemen t wit h Norway . GATT, 1975 BISD (coverin g 1973-74). Twent y Firs t Supplement , EC 
AgreementsAgreements  with  Norway,  Repor t 28 March 1974, (L/3996, BISD p. 83). Here, the objection s were made mor e 
onn the basi s of a legal issu e raise d as to whethe r or not Articl e XXIV:5(b ) shoul d be interprete d more restrictivel y 
thann paragrap h 5(a) for custom s unions , sinc e it does not includ e the phras e "on the whole "  in referenc e to a 
free-trad ee area. 
566 This resulte d in two Commissio n Communication s whic h include d discussio n of diagona l cumulatio n for the 
CEECs.. "Th e Europ e Agreement s and Beyond..." , COM (94) 320 final , 13.07.94. "Follow-u p to the Commissio n 
Communicatio nn on the Europ e Agreement s and Beyond..." , COM (94) 361/3,26.07.94. 
577 WTO, Committe e on Regiona l Trade Agreements , Join t Communicatio n to the WTO on the Syste m of 
Europea nn Cumulatio n of Origin , WT/REG/GEN/N/1,16 November , 1998. The lis t of affecte d free-trad e 
agreement ss is too long to duplicat e here. Include d are Fourtee n EC agreement s includin g the Europea n 
Economi cc Area , ten EFTA membe r stat e agreements , the EFTA Stockhol m Convention , and 13 intr a CEEC 
agreements ,, 38 agreement s affecte d in total . 
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products.. Secondly, originating products can be traded between any of the countries involved 
inn the system.58 

Att this time, there is only very preliminary comment in published CRTA documents regarding the 
neww system regarding its external implications, although some detailed analysis wil l certainly be 
likelyy to emerge as to the system's impact on outside producers. An analysis of the internal aspects 
mayy not emerge, but it is apparent in light of the above that the new system is an attempt to provide 
forr a comprehensive diagonal system for all of the "European" parties that are connected by one 
bilaterall  agreement or another. As such, it must represent an important improvement on the earlier 
situationn and may even be determined to actually resolve the historical problem of a non-multilateral 
Europee raised at the time of the EEC formation by the other OEEC parties, also as discussed above. It 
mayy be now possible to make reference to a multilateral European area. 

However,, before this characterisation is attached, additional features wil l need to be explored. One is 
thee interaction of harmonised protocols and their annexes. For this it would need to be determined 
whetherr any amendments are being formed which introduce new list-process criteria that, while likely 
too receive attention for external trade diversion, may also raise the issue of internal shifting of sources 
off  supply to provide for protective effects. This may also be exhibited if there are changes made to 
valuee added or content requirements. Thus, one indicator of internal diversion would be demonstrated 
byy annexes that are not harmonised even while the protocols that establish the diagonal cumulation 
aree identical through all of the agreements. A second area of investigation would relate to the systems 
effectss on other EC external regional agreements some of which may also be emerging as diagonal 
systems,, including the EC-Turkey customs union, but also the new generation of Mediterranean 
Agreementss and the EC-ACP Convention in the Lomé. This process of consolidating a large number 
off  bilateral arrangements into several multilateral systems with a common centre in the EC may also 
havee implications for internal movement overall. It may reflect the inexorable process of globalisation 
wherebyy producers seek to source production at ever-lower cost. It may also reflect in part a type of 
defensivee response to that same process, as where producers within one regional system are inclined 
too support cumulation, but not cumulations between different systems. Thus, the same issues raised 
abovee regarding the protective effects that were obtainable by the use of single bilateral agreements 
mayy yet be seen to emerge over time by the divisions that are maintained between separated regional 
systems. . 

AA final aspect to be addressed is the question of whether this development toward an integrated 
diagonall  system has implications for the prospects of full or multilateral cumulation. Advancing from 
recognitionn of accumulating origin of goods toward a system permitting origin to be attached to non-
originatingg goods by the accumulation of processing would appear to be unlikely. While it appears 
thatt multilateral cumulation presents the largest opportunity for third parties to introduce their non-
originatingg components into the European market, it is not clear whether the new proposal reduces 
priorr possibilities, or as claimed by the Joint Communication, enhances them by granting a general 
tolerancee rule. Likewise, the delineation of the effects between diagonal regional systems and 
multilaterall  systems on the internal trade of the regional parties has not been discerned in the 
literature.. As a starting point, it is probably suggestible that an integrated diagonal system increases 
competitionn between lateral partners for inward investment for production from outside sources, as 
harmonisedd protocols would allow inputs to be sourced across the internal frontiers without reference 
too the location of final assembly facilities. This would appear to reduce the relative advantage of one 
regionall  member that has already secured a large assembly production to demand that input 
manufacturingg must also occur within its territory. This is a positive development. As to the 
comparisonn of diagonal with full cumulation, in the NAFTA case a number of commentators 
suggestedd a diversionary effect in favour of inward investment and production overall. One can 
assumee that there is a certain tendency for a larger integrated diagonal system to also divert a certain 

Join tt  Communicatio n to the WTO, Ibid. , at para 2. "Befor e the introductio n of Europea n cumulation , tradin g of 
originatin gg product s was seriousl y limited. " 
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amountt  of external trade and investment. This is clearly an external consideration that may or  may not 
bee able to be taken up for  discussion under  the provisions of GATT Articl e XXTV:5 . However, even 
whilee the linkages between external and internal effects caused by origin systems are not yet so clear, 
ann Articl e XXIV : 8 consideration should also be engaged. 

8.48.4 Chapter  Conclusion:  An Article  XXIV requirement  for  origin  rules  and cumulative 
systems systems 

AA point to raise in regard to the creation of regional diagonal systems is the absence of meaningful 
controll  exercised over  the developments by the GATT/WT O review process. If the evolution is 
determinedd to be positive both internally as well as externally, it is noteworthy that market forces have 
apparentlyy made more of a contribution to calling forth the new integration than has any point of 
referencee derivable from GATT Articl e XXIV , either  (5) or  (8). This, in spite of the recognised fact 
thatt  the use of preferential qualifying rules are definitional as to the nature of the area being created, 
itss scope of trade coverage, and its implications for  raising new trade barriers. As noted from the early 
revieww of the EEC-EFTA arrangements above, members have argued for  years that Articl e XXTV 
conditionss are affected by rules of origin designations within the regional proposals. However, Articl e 
XXTVV itself does not state as much for  either  internal or  external requirements and this omission has 
alwayss provided a basis to argue, on behalf of proponents, that preferential rules of origin do not fall 
underr  the purview of GATT review. 

Inn the context of the CRTA, much discussion in the systemic negotiations has turned on the question 
off  whether  origin rules in the preferential setting should be included in the definition of "other 
regulationss of commerce"  (ORCs) as these are prescribed according to Articl e XXTV: 5 regarding 
externall  effects; or  in the alternative, "other  restrictive regulations of commerce"  (ORRCs) as this 
termm iss used for  the internal requirements of Articl e XXIV : 8. While no final opinion is offered at this 
pointt  regarding the applicabilit y ORCs to rules of origin, it is hoped that the discussion above could 
contributee to the simple proposition that preferential rules of origin must be considered as they may 
affectt  the quality of internal trade between members. To the extent that the rules act to define the 
scopee of a free-trade area, the substantially-all trade test would appear  to be raised for  consideration. 

Thiss consideration leads one to consider  how a test would actually be applied. For  this, a Hong Kong 
proposall  provides a starting point, as the following was suggested: 

"(iii). .. .in measuring SAT as a percentage, as proposed by Australia, the base (100 per  cent of 
tradee between the RTA parties) should comprise all intra-RT A trade measured according to 
MFNN rules, while the qualifying proportion of trade (to meet the SAT requirement to be set at 
aa specified percentage) should be measured according to preferential rules of origin." 59 

Thiss raises the concept that a comparison is drawn between trade before and after  formation as a result 
off  the operation not only of declarations for  duty reductions, but also considering the operation of the 
ruless of origin on those trade openings. It also raises intentionally the linkage between internal and 
externall  effects of rules. Where MFN trade is the pre-defining measure applied, then reduction of 
tradee from this level within a free-trade area would indicate that a restrictive rule has been applied 
internally .. This has been suggested above to have potentially adverse effects also on non-members. 

McQueenn proposed that a rule more restrictive than necessary to counter  trade deflection is one that is 
internall yy discriminatory . This would suggest comparing the degree of protection offered by the origin 
rul ee with the difference in individual member tarif f rates. Withi n the matrix of a free-trade area, one 

599 "Thus, the less stringent the preferential rules of origin are for a RTA, the higher percentage of their members' 
intra-RTAA trade will be included towards meeting the SAT threshold." WTO, Committee on Regional Trade 
Agreements,, Statement by the delegation of Hong Kong, China on Systemic Issues, WT/REG/W/27,8 July 1998, 
Geneva. . 
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cann also imagine a complimentary test that would provide a basis to challenge internally restrictive 
rules,, at least from a GATT system perspective. This test would attempt a comparison between the 
originn rules internally applied between members and the quality of internal treatment applied as 
analogouss to GATT Article HI, National Treatment. Thus, one wouldd ask whether the treatment of an 
inputt by a domestic enterprise is more favourable than the treatment given to the like input that is 
appliedd to a regional partner's production. This comparison could be suggested whether or not the 
inputss were of origin to the regional partner, and in respect of any difference in duty treatment as to 
thirdd parties. At the outset this would require that whatever is deemed to be "locally obtained" in the 
firstt member must also be recognised as "locally obtained" as it may be derived from the second 
member'ss territory. This would negate the right of a free-trade area member to impose a duty upon 
anotherr member's inputs of origin as this would be a form of discriminatory treatment "internal" to 
thee area. It may likewise suggest a requirement that the listed processes that do not deny origin 
domesticallyy should not also deny origin regionally. 

Forr these cases there is no issue of deflection, but only the issue of whether or not the input is going to 
bee covered or uncovered trade to meet the Article XXTV:8 test. Any rule applied that eliminates or 
frustratess trade between partners of goods that are wholly obtained should be presumed at the outset 
too be a trade barrier, just as quantitative restrictions are trade barriers. Thus, rules should be examined 
accordingg to Article XXIV: 8 as an aspect of determining whether regional parties are covering 
substantiallyy all of the trade. Just as a plan and schedule discloses the sequence for the intended 
removall  of trade barriers, the plan would also be required to disclose the list of products of individual 
partnerr territory origin that will not freely exchange as a result of the preferential rules. 

Shiftingg to the problem of deflection caused by differing duties applied by members to third-party 
goods,, the additional concept of adopting adjustments only as necessary for the purpose of avoiding 
tradee deflection could be considered. This suggests a framework for origin rules that is derived from 
thee non-discriminatory concept of a border tax adjustment. Thus, for an example. Non-member input 
XX is charged a duty of 30% by member country 'A'. Once admitted, X is freely used in commerce and 
productionn within 'A'. Member 'B' imposes a duty of 10% on the same input and likewise applies it 
forr domestic production. The end-product, as produced in either member territory, is a free-trade item 
ass according to the plan and schedule of the regional trade agreement. Thus, where the 'A and B' free-
tradee area requires a rule of origin to prevent trade deflection or distortion, an internal duty charge on 
thee input would act to equalise the external duties without rendering 'B's final product non-
originating.. This is what rules of origin in principle should seek to achieve, when they are necessary. 
Obviouslyy there are complexities in any scheme to effect tax equalisation, especially given the 
quantityy of inputs that go into modern products. However, at least in theory, a tax equalisation method 
cann be applied where regional members use external tariff duties. More difficult is for those sectors 
whichh are treated differently by each member and not on the basis of tariff duties. Where list-
processess or change of tariff heading are applied to equalise these external differences, these 
approachess may also not provide a ready basis to determine precisely what measure is necessary to 
offsett the deflection, and no more. 

Thee question of overlapping free trade areas is difficult, if for no other reason, than that the limitations 
off  the review function that treats each declaration as a distinct formation to be qualified under the 
GATTT Article XXTV rules. It is easy to imagine that two regional members would strenuously object 
too any review assessing the regional-systemic implications for pre-existing free-trade areas. As the 
GATTT rules now stand, it would appear that the CRTA would have the right to review a free-trade 
areaa proposal as submitted by the members. Between two members, this would not apparently permit 
aa consideration of whether or not bilateral cumulation (donor-country benefit) was being accorded by 
eachh member to the trade of the other. Likewise, in spite of the potential for abuse discussed above in 
regardd to hub and spoke systems, there certainly appears to be nothing in Article XXTV which 
compelss members to qualify multiple free-trade areas as a single area. However, as in the case of the 
Europeann area-wide proposals, where members do seek to create a diagonal cumulation between two 
orr more free-trade areas, it would seem that a new free-trade area formation is being proposed de 
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facto.facto. Reviewing parties should then arguably have the right to determine the geographical scope of 
thiss new area and to apply the Article XXIV tests accordingly to it, including the substantially-all 
tradee test as applied to the larger area. 
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